Family-based association tests for sequence data, and comparisons with population-based association tests
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Abstract

Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technologies make it increasingly more efficient to sequence large cohorts for many complex traits. We discuss here a class of sequence-based association tests for family-based designs that corresponds naturally to previously proposed population-based tests, including the classical burden and variance-component tests. This framework allows for a direct comparison between the power of sequence-based association tests with family- vs. population-based designs. We show that, for dichotomous traits using family-based controls results in similar power levels as the population-based design (although at an increased sequencing cost for the family-based design), while for continuous traits (in random samples, no ascertainment) the population-based design can be substantially more powerful. A possible disadvantage of population-based designs is that they can lead to increased false-positive rates in the presence of population stratification, while the family-based designs are robust to population stratification. We show also an application to a small exome-sequencing family-based study on autism spectrum disorders. The tests are implemented in publicly available software.

Introduction

Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technologies and the availability of large study populations for many complex traits promise to lead to significant progress in understanding the genetic basis of common diseases ([1], [2]). Such progress is critically dependent on choice of efficient study design and statistical methods. In genome-wide association stud-
ies (GWAS), the population-based design has been widely used due to the intrinsic ease of collecting large datasets needed to identify disease susceptibility variants of small effects ([3]). The family-based design has therefore been less popular. However, family-based designs have important advantages, including well-known robustness to population stratification, and ability to identify technological artifacts in the data. Furthermore, family-based designs allow testing of hypotheses that are difficult to test with unrelated individuals ([4]). For example, they are indispensable in the study of de-novo variation, and can therefore be a powerful design for complex traits that have an important de-novo component, as it is believed to be the case for autism spectrum disorders ([5], [6]). They also allow testing of parent-of-origin effects ([7]).

Many tests have been proposed for population-based designs ([8]–[22]), and among them two main classes of tests can be distinguished: the burden test ([12]) and the variance-component test ([19]). Comparatively, for family-based designs there has been relatively little development. An extension of the family-based association test (FBAT [23]) to sequence data has been recently proposed, and corresponds naturally to the population-based burden test (De et al. unpublished).

We introduce here a class of family-based association tests that includes the burden and the variance-component tests as particular cases, and have natural correspondence to existing tests for population-based designs ([24]). Both the burden and the variance-component tests test the null hypothesis of no genetic variant in the region being associated with disease. However, they make different assumptions on the distribution of effect sizes, and therefore
their performance depends on the underlying disease model. In particular, the burden test
tends to be more powerful when a large proportion of genetic variants in the region are
associated with disease, while the variance-component test tends to be more powerful when
the proportion of disease associated variants in a region is small, and/or there are both risk
and protective variants in the region being tested. These tests are applicable to different
family structures, including nuclear families and sibships. We therefore also perform a direct
comparison of the power of sequence-based association tests for the two types of designs.

Methods

SKAT for Family-based Designs

Although the methods we present are applicable to more general family structures (including
nuclear families), for the sake of simplicity we choose to show the theoretical derivations for
the simplest family design, namely the trio design. We assume that $n$ trios (one offspring and
the two biological parents) have been sequenced in a region of interest, $G$, such as a gene.

For the $i$th trio, we assume the offspring trait is denoted by $Y_i$ and the offspring genotype
at the $j$th variant in $G$ is coded as $X_{ij}$ ($1 \leq j \leq m$). We assume a generalized linear model
that relates the trait value $Y$ to the genotype data:

$$h[E(Y_i)] = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 C_{i1} + \cdots + \alpha_p C_{ip} + \beta_1 X_{i1} + \cdots + \beta_m X_{im},$$
where \( h(\cdot) \) is the corresponding link function, and can be the identity function when traits are continuous, or the logistic function when traits are dichotomous; \( \alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_p)' \) are regression coefficients for the covariates \( C_i = (C_{i1}, \ldots, C_{ip}) \) that we want to adjust for. Let \( \beta = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m)' \).

To test the null hypothesis of no genetic effects

\[
H_0 : \beta = 0
\]

we assume that each \( \beta_j \) follows an arbitrary distribution with mean 0 and variance \( w_j^2 \tau \), i.e. \( E(\beta_j) = 0 \) and \( Var(\beta_j) = w_j^2 \tau \). Then to test \( H_0 : \tau = 0 \) we can use the variance-component score statistic proposed in [25]:

\[
Q = (Y - \hat{\mu}_0)' \hat{K}(Y - \hat{\mu}_0),
\]

where for continuous traits \( \hat{\mu}_0 = \hat{\alpha}_0 + C \hat{\alpha} \), and for dichotomous traits \( \hat{\mu}_0 = \logit^{-1}(\hat{\alpha}_0 + C \hat{\alpha}) \); \( C \) is the \( n \times p \) covariate matrix; \( Y \) is the vector of phenotype values for all the offspring in the dataset. Also, for the weighted-linear kernel:

\[
\hat{K} = [X - E(X|X_p)] W W [X - E(X|X_p)]',
\]

where \( X \) is the \( (n, m) \) genotype matrix, \( X_p \) is the parental genotype data, and \( W = \text{diag}(w_1, \ldots, w_m) \). \( w_j \) \((j = 1 \ldots m) \) represent variant weights that can be chosen to de-
depend on the data, or can be external weights, e.g. reflecting functional predictions. As in [19] we take \( w_j = \text{Beta}(\hat{f}_j; 1, 25) \), where \( \hat{f}_j \) is the estimated variant frequency based on parental genotypes alone. Under the null hypothesis, \( E(X|X_p) \) can be calculated using the laws of Mendelian transmission. When parental genotypes are not completely known, and other family structures such as sibships are available, Rabinowitz and Laird ([26]) have developed an algorithm that specifies the distribution of offspring genotypes conditional on the sufficient statistic for the parental genotypes.

\( Q \) has a simple expression:

\[
Q = \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j^2 \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} (Y_i - \hat{\mu}_i)(X_{ij} - E(X_{ij}|X_{ij}^p)) \right]^2 ,
\]

where \( X_{ij}^p \) is the parental genotype data for family \( i \) at variant \( j \).

The main difference between this family-based test and its population-based counterpart comes from the specification of the null distribution of \( Q \). Unlike the case for population-based tests, for the family-based test we condition on the parental genotypes \( X_p \) (or the sufficient statistic, when parental genotypes are not available) and on the trait values \( Y \) and treat the offspring genotypes \( X \) as random. If the assumption that \( (X - E(X|X_p))/(Y - \hat{\mu}_0) \) is multivariate normal holds, then it can be shown that the null distribution of \( Q \) can be approximated by a mixture of chi-square distributions as follows:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{m} \lambda_j \chi^2_{1,j} ,
\]
where \((\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_m)\) are the eigenvalues of matrix \(A^{1/2}L'WWLA^{1/2}\) with

\[
\text{Cov}((X - E(X|X_\pi))^t(Y - \hat{\mu}_0)|X_\pi, Y) = LAL'.
\]

To estimate the variance-covariance matrix \(\text{Cov}((X - E(X|X_\pi))^t(Y - \hat{\mu}_0)|X_\pi, Y)\), we can use an empirical estimator (as in [27]). In general, Davies’ method ([28]) can be used to approximate the distribution of a linear combination of independent \(\chi^2_1\).

However, in our case when variants are rare (e.g. MAF \(\leq 0.01\)) and sample sizes are small to modest, the normality assumption at each variant does not necessarily hold, and the above approximation can be very conservative. Therefore, to calculate the p value for \(Q\) we use a moment matching approach. More precisely, as in Lee et al. ([24]) the p value is calculated as

\[
1 - F((Q - \mu_Q)\sqrt{2df}/\sqrt{\nu_Q + df}),
\]

where \(F\) is the distribution function for \(\chi^2_{df}\). Here, \(df = 12/\gamma\) where \(\gamma\) is the sample kurtosis. The mean, variance and kurtosis of \(Q\) can be estimated empirically by performing Monte Carlo simulations as follows. For each family \(i\), under the null hypothesis of no association at any of the variants in a region, we replace \(X_i - E(X_i|X_\pi)\) with \(\{X_i - E(X_i|X_\pi)\}\) or \(-\{X_i - E(X_i|X_\pi)\}\) with equal probability \(1/2\) (under the null hypothesis and assuming an additive model, the transmitted and untransmitted haplotypes are interchangeable). Although the p value calculation involves Monte Carlo simulations, we note that only a modest number of such simulations are needed (e.g. 10,000) to estimate the three moments of \(Q\), regardless of the magnitude of the p value.
More General Class of Family-based Association Tests

In the previous section we have assumed that all effects $\beta_j$’s are independent, and we have derived the extension of the original SKAT method ([19]) to family-based designs. To allow for possible correlation among effects at different variants, we introduce the following family of kernels (as in [24]):

$$\tilde{K}_\rho = [X - E(X|X_p)]WR_\rho W[X - E(X|X_p)]',$$

where $R_\rho = (1 - \rho)I + \rho 11'$ specifies an exchangeable correlation matrix. As before, the test statistic is:

$$Q_\rho = (Y - \hat{\mu}_0)'\tilde{K}_\rho(Y - \hat{\mu}_0).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When $\rho = 0$ we get the formulation in the previous section when all effects $\beta_j$ are assumed independent. When $\rho = 1$, we get

$$Q_\rho = \left[\sum_{j=1}^m w_j \sum_{i=1}^N (Y_i - \hat{\mu}_{i,0})(X_{ij} - E(X_{ij}|X_p))\right]^2,$$

which is equivalent to the test statistic in FBAT (De et al. unpublished; a burden test).

As before, for a fixed value of $\rho$, the null distribution of $Q_\rho$ can be approximated by moment matching. When $\rho = 1$, Davies’ analytical method also works well.
Connection to Population-based Tests

The class of sequence-based association tests above for family-based designs has a natural correspondence to recently proposed tests for population-based designs ([24]). The score test statistic for the population-based design takes a similar form as $Q_\rho$ in equation (1) above (for more details, see [24]). Because of this direct connection, a comparison of family-based tests and population-based tests is very natural.

Results

Simulated Data

We simulated one genomic region of length 1 Mb under a coalescent model using the software package COSI ([29]). The model used in the simulation was the calibrated model for the European population. A total of 10,000 haplotypes were generated in this region. We then randomly sampled subregions of the size of individual genes, representative of real exonic regions.

We simulate both trio and population-based data, with both dichotomous and continuous traits. We compare the two types of tests, Burden and SKAT, for both designs. Note that we are mainly interested in comparing the power of using family-based controls in a family-based design with the power of a population-based design, and for this purpose the trio design is a natural family design to compare against a population design. All variants (common and rare) are included in the analyses, and a weighting scheme that up-weights rare variants and down-weights common variants is used (see Methods section).
Type 1 Error

**No Population Stratification**  To evaluate the type 1 error of the proposed tests, we have simulated datasets under the null hypothesis of no association between the offspring trait and the offspring genotypes. For dichotomous traits we simulate $n = 500$ trios, and $n = 500$ cases and an equal number of controls. For continuous traits we simulate $n = 500$ trios with a normally distributed $N(0, 1)$ offspring trait, and similarly for the population-based design we simulate $n = 500$ unrelated individuals. The results are shown in the quantile-quantile plots in Figure 1a and Supplementary Figure S1a. Both the family-based and the population-based tests result in correct type 1 error when there is no population substructure.

**Population Stratification**  With population stratification, we assume that our sample contains individuals from two different populations. The ancestral population is simulated in COSI (as above). The two populations are simulated following the Balding-Nichols model ([30]) such that the distance between the two populations, $F_{ST}$, is 0.01, as would be encountered for closely related populations. More precisely, for each variant that has allele frequency $p$ in the ancestral population, the allele frequencies in the two populations are drawn from a beta distribution with parameters $p(1 - F_{ST})/F_{ST}$ and $(1 - p)(1 - F_{ST})/F_{ST}$. For dichotomous traits, we assume the disease prevalence is 5% for population 1 and 1% in population 2. For continuous traits, $Y_1 \sim N(0, 1)$ and $Y_2 \sim N(\delta, 1)$, where $\delta = 0.5$. The results are shown in Figure 1b and Supplementary Figure S1b. While the family-based tests
maintain proper control of the type 1 error, the population-based tests show substantially inflated type 1 error rates in the presence of population substructure.

To adjust for population stratification in case-control and population-based designs, principal component analysis (PCA) has been proposed as an efficient approach in the context of common genetic variants in GWAS ([31]). We have applied such a PC analysis to our simulated data as well. PCs were calculated based on over 80,000 variants (rare and common) that were generated across four independent chromosomes, each of size 1 Mb. The top 10 PCs were then used as covariates in our tests. We found the PCA adjustment to work well in our scenarios with a small number of discrete populations (Figure 1c and Supplementary Figure S1c), although such an adjustment may not be sufficient in more subtle scenarios, when the substructure is less discrete and the risk has a sharp spatial distribution ([32]).

**Power Comparison of Family- and Population-based Designs**

We compare the power of the two tests, Burden and SKAT, for family- and population-based designs on data simulated according to the following models. For a dichotomous trait, we assume the logistic model:

\[
\text{logit}[P(Y_i = 1)] = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 X_{i1} + \cdots + \beta_m X_{im}.
\]

For the trio design, we assume \( n = 500 \) trios, and \( n = 500 \) cases and an equal number of controls for the case-control design. The disease prevalence in the population is 0.05.
Similarly, for a continuous trait, we assume the linear model:

\[ Y_i = \alpha_0 + \alpha_0 + \beta_1 X_{i1} + \cdots + \beta_m X_{im} + \epsilon_i, \]

where \( \epsilon_i \sim N(0,1) \). For the trio design, we assume \( n = 500 \) trios, and \( n = 500 \) unrelated individuals for the population-based design.

We assume that 10% – 30% of all variants are disease susceptibility variants. The \( \beta_j \)'s are defined as

\[ \beta_j = c|\log_{10} MAF_j|, \]

where \( c = 0.4 \) is chosen such that when \( MAF = 0.0001 \), \( \beta = 1.6 \) (i.e. \( OR = 4.9 \)). We also simulate a scenario with only rare disease susceptibility variants and assume a constant OR of 4 for all disease susceptibility variants with \( MAF \leq 0.01 \).

Since SKAT is particularly advantageous in the presence of both risk and protective variants, we also simulate a scenario when 30% of the disease variants are protective (with \( \beta_j = -c|\log_{10} MAF_j| \)).

**Only Risk Variants**  When all disease variants in a region are assumed to be risk variants, results for the two types of designs for both the Burden and SKAT tests are shown in Figure 2a. For dichotomous traits, the family-based design and the population-based design have similar power in the simulated scenarios, although at an increased sequencing cost for the family-based design. However, for continuous traits (with random ascertainment), the population-based design is much more powerful than the family-based design. For both types
of designs, the SKAT test is more powerful than the Burden test when a small proportion of
the variants in a region are in fact disease susceptibility variants (e.g. 10%). The Burden test
becomes slightly more powerful than the SKAT test when the percentage of causal variants
in the region gets larger (e.g. 30% or larger). When only rare disease susceptibility variants
are assumed with a common OR of 4, the results are qualitatively the same (Figure S2).

**Mixture of Risk and Protective Variants**  With 30% of disease variants assumed pro-
tective, the SKAT test performs better than the Burden test for both the family- and
population-based designs (Figure 2b). As before, for continuous traits the population-based
design is more powerful than the family-based design. For dichotomous traits the family-
and population-based designs have similar power when the Burden test is applied; however
the family-based design is more powerful when the SKAT test is applied, suggesting that
the family-based design with dichotomous traits has reduced sensitivity to the presence of
protective variants compared to the population-based design (due to the reduced likelihood
that parents of affected offspring carry protective variants).

**Effect of PC Adjustment on Power**  We have evaluated the effect of adjusting for
population stratification using PCA on the power of the population-based test. We simulated
two populations as above, with an $F_{ST} = 0.01$ between the two populations, and different
baseline risks as well. In particular, for dichotomous traits, the two disease prevalences
are 0.05 and 0.01, while for continuous traits $\epsilon$ in the linear model above is $\sim N(0,1)$ for
population 1, and $\epsilon \sim N(0.5, 1)$ for population 2. The effect of the PC adjustment on power
was rather small in our simulations (Supplementary Figure S3).

**Application to Exome-sequencing Study of 50 Trios**

To illustrate these tests on real exome data, we have applied the two family-based tests to a small ongoing study of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). In total, 50 ASD children and their parents have been exome-sequenced (see Supplementary Material for more details on the data). Prior to analysis, we filtered out variants with Mendel error rate above 5%. A total of 18,303 genes were tested. Results are shown in Figure 3 for both tests, with no weighting scheme. Although the small number of trios precludes us from reporting experiment-wide significant results, it is reassuring that the observed distribution of gene P-values agrees well with the expectation.

**Discussion**

We have proposed a class of family-based association tests that includes as particular cases the burden test and the variance-component test (SKAT). Furthermore, these family-based tests correspond directly to existing population-based tests.

We show via simulations that the SKAT test is more powerful than the Burden test when the proportion of disease susceptibility variants in a region is small, and also when there is a mixture of risk and protective variants in the region being tested. The Burden test becomes more powerful than SKAT as the proportion of disease susceptibility variants in a region increases. We have also compared the power of using family-based controls in a family (trio) design vs. the power of a pure population-based design. Comparing family-
based and population-based designs for dichotomous traits we find they have similar power, while for continuous traits the population-based design can be more powerful. Although the number of individuals that need to be sequenced is higher for the family designs, the main advantage of the proposed family-based tests is robustness to population stratification. Family-based designs also allow the possibility to test for important biological hypotheses (such as the role of de-novo variation, and parent-of-origin effects). The population-based design is not robust to population stratification and popular methods for adjustment such as principal component analysis, although effective when there is a small number of discrete sub-populations, can fail to do a proper adjustment in more subtle scenarios. In a recent study, Mathieson and McVean ([32]) have shown that PCA can fail to correct for population stratification at rare variants when the underlying population substructure is continuous, and the risk has a sharp spatial distribution.

The proposed family-based association tests can be improved in numerous ways. As with the classical family-based association tests for common variants, these tests only use the within-family information. For common variants, it has been shown that great increases in power can be achieved for continuous traits by making use of the between-family information ([33]-[35]).

The possibility that rare variants have larger effect sizes than more common variants has recently generated a lot of interest in investigating the usefulness of families enriched in affected individuals to identify such high-risk rare genetic variants. This question has been studied elsewhere ([36]). We showed there that, under a genetic heterogeneity disease
model, for complex traits with small values for the sibling risk ratio (Risch’s $\lambda_S$), as it is the case for most complex traits, affected individuals that have a close affected relative can be much more advantageous than affected individuals randomly selected from the population in detecting associations with high-risk, rare variants. For the purpose of this paper, we mainly focused on family-based designs that gain robustness to population stratification through the use of family-based controls.
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Exome-sequencing of 50 Trios

Whole exome sequencing analyses were performed in 50 autism trios. The SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v2.0 kit was used for library enrichment (http://www.nimblegen.com/products/
The captured exome libraries were then sequenced on a HiSeq2000 according to the manufacturer’s instructions for paired-end 100-bp reads (www.illumina.com). The sequencing data were put through a computational pipeline for WES data processing and analysis followed the general workflow adopted by the 1000 genomes project ([37]). First, the alignment of raw sequence reads to the human reference genome sequence (NCBI GRCh37) was performed using a fast lightweight Burrows-Wheeler Alignment Tool (BWA v.0.6.1, [38]). Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK v1.5-16-g58245bf) was then used for base-quality recalibration and local realignment to minimize base calling error and mapping error, respectively. Lastly, GATK ([39]) Unified Genotyper tool was employed to call single-nucleotide substitutions and short insertions/deletions. Only passing variants were included in the final variant set.
Figure Legends

Figure 1: Type 1 error, Dichotomous Trait. Results for the SKAT test and for the Burden test are shown, for both the trio design with $n = 500$ trios and the case-control design with $n = 500$ cases and $n = 500$ controls. 95% CI is also shown. a) no population stratification, b) in the presence of population stratification, c) with Eigenstrat correction for population stratification.

Figure 2: Power at $\alpha = 0.05$. T is the trio design ($n = 500$ trios) and P is the population-based design ($n = 500$ cases and $n = 500$ controls for the dichotomous trait, and $n = 500$ unrelated individuals for the continuous trait). $T_S$ is the SKAT test, and $T_B$ is the Burden test for the trio design. Similar notations for the population-based design. a) all disease susceptibility variants are risk variants, and b) 30% of the disease susceptibility variants are protective.

Figure 3: QQ plots, $n = 50$ exome-sequenced trios. Results are shown for the SKAT and Burden tests, with MAF threshold (0.05) and no MAF threshold. 95% CI is also shown.
Figure 1:
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Figure 2:
Figure S1: Type 1 error, Continuous Trait. Results for the SKAT test and for the Burden test are shown, for both the trio design with \( n = 500 \) trios and the population-based design with \( n = 500 \) unrelated individuals. 95\% CI is also shown. a) no population stratification, b) in the presence of population stratification, c) with Eigenstrat correction for population stratification.
Figure S2: Constant OR= 4 for all disease risk variants with MAF $\leq 0.01$. Power at $\alpha = 0.05$. $T_S$ is the SKAT test, and $T_B$ is the Burden test for the trio design. Similar notations for the population-based design. a) all disease susceptibility variants are risk variants, and b) 30% of the disease susceptibility variants are protective.
Figure S3: Power (at $\alpha = 0.05$) for the Population-based Design after PC adjustment. $P_{SU}$ is the SKAT approach, uncorrected, and $P_{SE}$ is the SKAT approach, with Eigenstrat correction. Similar notations hold for the Burden test.